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A NEW METHOD OF CRYSTAL DRAWING I

CHESTER B. SLAWSON

Uniuerdty of Michigan

mulas give codrdinates which, when plotted on the axial cross
(of any system), give at once the direction of the line of inter-
section. The first part of this article will be devoted to the
technical procedure of drawing crystalsl the second part to the
theory of the method.

Penr I. Mptroo

The method may be best illustrated by taking a practical
example and working it thru. First the axial cross, the con]struc-
tion of which is described in all standard texts, must be dru*r,.

which give the coiirdinates of the direction point of the llne of
intersection between any two faces whose Miller indices ale hkl
and pqr. For example take the forms 228 and 021, we halye

We then have the two formulas

from which b : - ll2 and. c :
the direction point.

,  h r - l p .  h q - k p
u : |  i  ,  v

k r - l q '  k r - l q

.  2 -O l+ -o
D : 2 - 6 i  c  

2 - 6 ;

1, which are the codrdinaltes of

_ 
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In Fig. 1A, which represents orthorhombic axes, rve plot the

of the same codrdinates to the triclinic and the hexagonal systems.

In all calculations in the hexagonal system we drop out the

third number of the Miller indices because three axes determine

the position of a face.
Under certain conditions the denominator in the formulas

becomes zero, and cotirdinate values can not be obtained' In

this case the origin becomes our control point and the coordinates

of the direction point are the numerators of the fractions' The

codrdinates are then plotted as before, but to obtain the direction

of the line of intersection we connect that point with the origin.

Knowing the direction lines between all faces, we construct

the crystal drawing by the same method that is followed when

using the intersection or the Stober method. For lines in the

re&rrone may use the same direction point as used for the corre-

sponding faces in front, but connect that point with the negative

end of the o axis.

Penr II. PnrNcrPr,ns oF THE MrtHoP

This.method of determining tfre direction of the intersection

lines is a mathematical solution of the well-known intersection
method under special conditions. Every face is moved parallel

to itself until it cuts the o axis at unity. Then the positive end

of the o axis becomes a point on all intersection lines' ll'e then

determine by analytical geometry the cotirdinates of the point

at which a line of intersection pierces the plane of the b and

the c axes. This is done as follows:
Let hkl and pqr be any two faces of a crystal, Let the o, b,

and c axes represent the coiirdinate axes x, y, and' z' Then

write the equations of the two planes parallel to those two faces

and passing thru the point x : 1r on the r axis, which gives:

h x  * k y  * l z : h ; .  P x  *  c X  l r z :  O .

The equation of the plane of the b and the c axes is x : 0, so if

we solve this equation simultaneously with the two equations
above we will have the codrdinates of the piercin$ point' 'Ihe

solution gives:
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h q - k p
k ; lq  

'

our two general formulas.
In the special case where the denominator becomes zero the

line of intersection is parallel to the plane of the b and c axes and
will not pierce it. If we theu move the two planes parallel to
themselves until they pass thru the origin we will have the trace of
the line of intersection on the plane of the b and c axes and it will
pass thru the origin. The numerators of our two formulas will
represent codrdinate values, which will give the eorrect slope.

THE MINERALS OF ST. LAWRENCE, JEFFERSON
AND LEWIS COUNTIE.S, NEW YORK

W. M. AGAR

Q:^7,#:I],y#ffilw1u')
Musrer,oNcn Lern. Harnmond-7-3-southwest edge.

This lake was formerly noted for the large-sized fluorite crystals
and crystal aggregates which it furnished. At present pale
green to nearly colorless cleavage pieces with occasional crystals
are to be found along the northeastern shore, but the craeks out

of which they have weathered were not found by the writer.

RncroN Nonrn oF SoMERvrLr,E. Hammond-9-4-east
edge, north of center.

The minerals are here developed in a nodular limestone. To
reach this locality start at Somerville on the state road and go

northeast towards Gouverneur, take the left turn at the first

r'oad junction and follow this dirt road (along the township line

on the map) across a creek where it turns sharp right and passes

a farm. Leave the road one hundred meters before it takes this

turn and go southeast into the fields along the south edge of the
woods. The limestone is cut by a few masses of granite and
pegmatite but the minerals are developed in nodules away from

the igneous contacts. fn these nodules the follo.wing minerals

may be found: phlogopite, light green serpentine holding pale

purplish spinels (these cannot generally be seen except on the

freshly brokeu under surface of the nodule), grayish white and

brown silkv scapolite, granular disseminated brown tourmaline,

occasional small, light green pyroxenes, and, near the eastern

border of the nodular zone, a little chondrodite with rare spinels.

h r - l p
y : ;  ,  )  z : -

K r - r q




